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In this issue ofNeuron, Goense et al. (2012) report on high-resolution, layer-specific measurements of BOLD,
cerebral blood volume, and cerebral blood flow in regions of positive and negative BOLD associated with
a simple visual stimulus. The findings strongly suggest that the hemodynamic mechanisms behind negative
signal changes are quite different from those behind positive signal changes.Functional MRI has established itself as
a cornerstone method of modern neuro-
science research. A significant reason
for this is that the hemodynamic response
has proven to be exquisitely sensitive to
the location and degree of neuronal
activity and consistent across a wide
and useful range of spatial and temporal
scales. Yet, as researchers continue to
apply an ever-growing array of tools to
probe more precisely the hemodynamic
responses at high resolution, at times,
they uncover unexpected and somewhat
perplexing findings.
In this issue of Neuron, Goense
et al. (2012) (from the Logothetis labora-
tory) use ultra-high-resolution fMRI in
combination with selective sensitization
to blood oxygenation level-dependent
(BOLD) contrast, cerebral blood volume
(CBV) contrast, and cerebral blood flow
(CBF) contrast to probe the layer-specific
hemodynamic responses in visual cor-
tex behind positive and negative signal
changes associated with a simple
center/ring-shaped rotating checker-
board stimuli. Not only are their findings
intriguing, even surprising, potentially
opening up a whole new and exciting
research direction involving probing and
interpreting positive and negative layer-
specific BOLD contrast, but, as with all
good science, their work opens up more
insightful questions than it answers.
In their study, Goense et al. (2012) set
out to determine the laminar and vascular
specificity positive and negative BOLD
signal changes. They obtained unique
data regarding the mechanisms behind468 Neuron 76, November 8, 2012 ª2012 Elsthese BOLD changes by measuring CBV
and CBF directly at extremely high resolu-
tion. As characteristic of the Logothetis
laboratory, their approach was highly
ambitious. Performing high-resolution
BOLD fMRI and intravascular agent
(MION)-based CBV fMRI in macaque is
challenging enough, but Goense et al.
(2012) additionally imaged CBV changes
using vascular space occupancy (VASO)
and CBF changes using arterial spin
labeling (ASL), which is at the very edge
of possibility at these resolutions due to
their lower sensitivities.
Before discussing the results, it is
important, regarding these experiments,
to understand the stimulus. In previous
work, this lab and others have found in
both human and nonhuman primates pre-
senting a center/ring stimulus results in
a characteristic pattern of positive BOLD
corresponding to the stimulated retino-
topic region and a negative pattern for
the presumably unstimulated areas in
between. This finding of a negative signal
for the unstimulated in-between region is
in and of itself intriguing, as it suggests
that the negative regions may be too
spatially removed from the positive signal
changes to be easily explained as result-
ing from horizontal connectionsmediating
an inhibitory effect. Therefore, the cause
of these negative signal changes is not
clear. Electrophysiologic and metabolic
measures have also shown a decrease
in neuronal activity and CMRO2, respec-
tively, in these areas (Shmuel et al.,
2002, 2006). As the authors themselves
suggest, it might be useful to repeat theseevier Inc.hemodynamic measures as described in
the Goense et al. (2012) paper with a
region of negative signal change that is
entirely removed from the positive signal
change. Regardless of the underlying
mechanisms, this ‘‘negative BOLD’’ is an
extremely robust signal and provides
an ideal means for testing the layer-
dependent hemodynamic signals that
contribute.
Let us consider the specific find-
ings individually. Figure 1 shows a sche-
matic summary of the results. The first
result of the paper—that regions showing
positive BOLD responses correlate with
increases in CBV and CBF—is arguably
the most straightforward and easiest to
understand. It iswell known that,with acti-
vation, CBV and CBF increase. Second,
they show that adjacent regions associ-
ated with a negative BOLD response
correspond to a decrease in CBF but an
increase in CBV. This result is slightly
puzzling. This could be explained if the
CBV response, being larger than BOLD,
might result in significant amount of hemo-
dynamic ‘‘spillover’’ from the truly active
regions. However, this explanation seems
likely to be wrong since multiple papers
have shown that CBV, if anything, has
a smaller point-spread function than
BOLD, and further, the results here show
an exquisite layer specificity of CBV.
Goense et al. (2012) also show that with
regard to layer specificity, for positive
BOLD responses, CBF and CBV both
increased in the central layers. This is
also an interesting but yet not easily ex-
plained finding. It is thought that the
Figure 1. Summary of Conclusions
(1) Regions showing positive BOLD responses had, as expected, increases in CBV and CBF. (2) Adjacent
regions that showed a negative BOLD response corresponded to a decrease in CBF yet an increase in
CBV. (3) With regard to layer specificity, for positive BOLD responses, CBF and CBV increased in the
center layers. (4) For negative BOLD responses, CBF decreased near the surface but CBV increased in
the center layers. So, not only do the underlying hemodynamic mechanisms differ between positive
and negative signal changes, but they apparently also vary across layers.
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Previewscenter layers, which have the greatest
concentration of microvessels, would be
most active (and it is heartening to see
that both CBF and CBV show selective
increases in the center layers).
The most surprising of the study’s find-
ings is their last result, that for negative
BOLD responses, CBF decreased near
the surface but CBV increased in the
central layers. Why and how would only
surface CBF decrease and why would
only middle-layer CBV increase in these
areas of negative BOLD? The CBF de-
crease at the surface layers appears to be
what determines the decrease in BOLD,
but is this something that reflects a
decrease in neuronal activity? Surface
(larger) vessels arepresumably lessdirectly
controlled by neuronal activity. Why would
the middle layers not show any decrease
in CBF with less neuronal activity? Lastly,
the increase in CBV in the middle layers
might even suggest a local increase in
neuronal activity (increased activity of
inhibitory neurons?) in these negative
regions. The authors suggest that inter-
neuron inhibitory activity often eludes elec-
trophysiological measures, thus explaining
the failure to detect this effect in previous
experiments. Other hypotheses to explainthis apparently perplexing result invoke
more ‘‘plumbing’’-relatedautoregulatory or
redistribution effects, mechanisms which
would be extremely difficult fully unravel.
For instance, it is suggested that there
might be a decrease in perfusion pressure
in center layers (without a decrease in
perfusion itself), causing a reduction of
flow in superficial vessels and an therefore
an increase in venous backpressure,
leading to an increase in center layer
CBV. It is difficult to model this hemody-
namic effect or even separate this effect
from that which is neuronal in origin. At
the moment, the simplicity of the neuronal
activity hypothesis is most compelling and
potentially testable by precise depth-
dependent electrophysiological measures
in these areas (Maier et al., 2010).
The authors further go on to suggest an
extremely intriguing possibility: that these
hemodynamics not only apply to negative
activation-induced BOLD signal changes
at steady state, but also to the negative
BOLD signal changes that occur follow-
ing cessation of activation, known as the
post-stimulus undershoot (Chen and
Pike, 2009). Data suggest that CBV
remains elevated in middle layers while
CBV and CBF at the surface quickly returnNeuron 76,to baseline. Might spatially adjacent as
well as post-stimulus activity therefore
be related to inhibitory neuronal activity?
This seems quite possible, and to test
this hypothesis, it would be relatively
easy to collect layer-specific postunder-
shoot data from a variety of cortical areas.
As is often the case with cutting-edge
work such as this, more questions are
raised than answered. In this case, these
questions may lead to avenues of investi-
gation that could explain more fully the
nature of the BOLD and hemodynamic
response. While the initial aim of this
paper, toward using laminar profile acti-
vation (Chen et al., 2012; Olman et al.,
2012; Siero et al., 2011; Ugurbil, 2012) to
disentangle feedforward, feedback, excit-
atory, and inhibitory processing, may still
remain somewhat elusive until the under-
lying hemodynamic processes are fully
resolved, the study opens up exciting
new questions about the nature of the
BOLD response. In terms of implications
for human fMRI, while VASO is certainly
an option for human investigation, the
emergence of human use of ferumoxytol
(Qiu et al., 2012) potentially offers an
avenue for measurement of CBV changes
in humans with much higher sensitivity
than previously possible. Such technical
advances should allow researchers to
address these questions with a wider
array of activation paradigms in humans.
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